Hoox for business as a service

Ultra-secure smartphone to protect your communication and data
Hoox, your secure smartphone for mobile productivity

With Hoox, benefit from secure professional smartphone offer:
• Turnkey solution
• Cost-efficient monthly subscription
• In accordance to your security policy

With Hoox, exchange your sensitive data in complete safety with your staff: VIP, finance, R&D (patents), sales, mergers acquisitions, HR, field staff, crisis management...

This solution is perfect for collaborators on the move, specifically abroad or in high risk areas.

Smartphone with in-depth security

Hoox is the first natively secure professional smartphone.

Secure device: Hoox systematically ensures the confidentiality and integrity of stored data, applications and the operating system. The access to the terminal is controlled, and communication ports are strictly managed to prevent attacks.

Secure communications: Your phone conversations, instant messages, emails and all other exchanged data are encrypted, which ensures confidential communication.

Secure applications: Access to mainstream and professional applications through our Hoox Secure Store. Be sure of the integrity of these apps and the security of their data.

Mobile productivity

Based on Android, Hoox is easy to use and perfectly suited to mobile professionals. Its intuitive interface makes using it easy and efficient. The collaborative features, such as conference room or group instant messages, allow the collaborators to stay connected and share data while preserving the confidentiality of your sensitive activities.

Simplicity and availability

Hoox brings you peace of mind. Atos delivers your Hoox smartphones fleet within a few days. Atos manages and hosts the central system to maintain the confidentiality of your information.

The result is a trusted communications service, end-to-end secure, in compliance with your security policy.

Turnkey solution

Atos manages your Hoox fleet by providing a “pool” of unassigned terminals. The users just have to scan your QR code received by mail to enroll your Hoox smartphone. Users only need to insert their SIM card and the login password to access their messaging service. No need to change your operator subscription.

Easy adoption by users

A crucial tool such as a smartphone needs to be intuitive and suited to the daily life to be accepted by the users. With Hoox, there is no impact on their communication habits, either abroad or at home. The solution provides the full Android experience that they are used to with extra value of secured communications.

Smartphone features

• Smartphone based on Android 6.0
• Li-Po 3000mAh battery
• Two cameras: 8 Mpx and 16 Mpx
• 5.5” AMOLED screen
• 23 GB Flash memory/ 3 GB
• RAM Dimensions: 153.9x75.4x6.99mm
• Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n/ac and Bluetooth 4.2

Connect with your team. Your conversations and conference calls remain confidential

Share files using secure group instant messaging

Use your applications in complete security
Secure smartphone system hosted in France by Atos, a trusted partner

Easy and quick deployment  
No impact on your enterprise IT  
Guaranteed service level

Atos infrastructure

Hoox Security Platform  
Hardware Security Module

Operator network  
2G, 3G, 4G  
Wi-Fi

Standard communications
Voice and SMS based on operator

Secured communications
Encrypted voice SRTP  
Instant Messaging based on TLS  
Data based on VPN

Non-Hoox  
Hoox

Managed services provided by Atos

Hoox “as a service” includes in a standard package:

- Fully redesigned Android terminals, maintained secured against evolving threats
- 24/7 supervised and scalable server in Atos datacenter (99.9% availability)
- Secure communications voice, message and file transfer in the Hoox ecosystem
- Regular updates of multi-purpose apps available in a private store (*)
- Secure e-mail access and integrated contact list
- Technical support (in French/English)
- Terminal replacement everywhere in the world in 34 hours (option).

Hoox Security based on:

Hardware security Module NATO Secret level, end to end voice encryption, use of NIST FIPS-140 compliant ciphering suites (AES, RSA, SHA-256/SHA-384, ECDHE) to encrypt all communications, AES-256-GCM for VPN, secure boot chain, secure OS, signed applications.

Also exists on-premises:  
Sovereign secure system hosted by you

(*) uploading of your corporate apps on demand, verified and audited by our apps security expert.

Hoox for business as a service
About Atos

Atos is a global leader in digital transformation with approximately 100,000 employees in 72 countries and annual revenue of around €12 billion. European number one in Big Data, Cybersecurity, High Performance Computing and Digital Workplace, the Group provides Cloud services, Infrastructure & Data Management, Business & Platform solutions, as well as transactional services through Worldline, the European leader in the payment industry. With its cutting-edge technologies, digital expertise and industry knowledge, Atos supports the digital transformation of its clients across various business sectors: Defense, Financial Services, Health, Manufacturing, Media, Energy & Utilities, Public sector, Retail, Telecommunications and Transportation. The Group is the Worldwide Information Technology Partner for the Olympic & Paralympic Games and operates under the brands Atos, Atos Consulting, Atos Worldgrid, Bull, Canopy, Unify and Worldline. Atos SE (Societas Europaea) is listed on the CAC40 Paris stock index.

Find out more about us
atos.net
atos.net/blog

Let’s start a discussion together

For more information, hoox-contact@atos.net
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